
 RPS Working Group - Meeting #5 
 Thursday, August 26, 2021 - 3:30 - 5:00 pm ET 

 Attendees: RPS Working Group, CPE Onsite team, Technical Advisors: Melody Faraday; 
 Shelley Michell-Nunn; Deanna Carrithers 
 Did not attend: Amir, Savannah, Yasmin 

 Agenda 
 Presentation 
 Call Types Example Sheet  - Reference 
 DoER Education Q&A  - Reference - updated 8/27/21 
 Call Types Google Poll 

 RPS Working Group WorkSheet  (Link Here)  we are on  section 4 
 Link to Shared folder -  Internal Communications Folder 

 Action Items: 
 ●  CPE:  suggested that we send the poll and call type example sheet with a deadline 

 to complete to Amir, Savannah, Yasmin who could not attend. Results will be shared 
 after all 16 people have completed the poll - no later than Tuesday 8/31. 

 NEXT MEETING DATE:  Thursday, September 2, 2021 3:30 - 5:00 pm ET Register  HERE 

 Notes: 
 ● : Moment of Silence 

 ○  - People killed in Kabul, and those wounded 
 ● :  Group Expectations Reminder 
 ●  Josh: Break out sessions (80 minutes) for  Call Types  Google Poll 

 ○  Areas: Armed, Unarmed, Co-response, and alternative response buckets 
 ○  Goal is to get through 66 call types, gut check - poll - not final! We are bringing in 

 TA’s to explain the ones we do not align on. 
 ●  Notes: Breakout #2 - Niles led - reaffirmed - this is not final, just a gut check - I went 

 through all of these myself to test, it is doable. The call types have been reviewed and 
 approved by the deputy chief. 

 ○  Q’s: 
 ■  - what is an alternative response? 

 ●  Niles: something that can be handled through technology 
 ■  Fraud  - different circumstances - Identity theft vs. people using 

 deception 
 ●  Niles: use your gut response, we will discuss how this might need 

 broken down and why 
 ■  checked in - if going too fast slow us down 
 ■  Unclassified - very vague - it could run the gamut 

 ●  Niles: Use your gut - we will revisit this 
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 ■  Escort - can be people with bank bags who need escorted too, not 
 just parades and funerals 

 ●  Niles: we are going with the description the deputy chief gave 
 ●  Josh group - break out notes: 

 ○  Domestic example –  said, what if a civilian responds and we also send a 
 cop but have the cop stay around the corner. I advised this is an example of a 
 co-response model since both resources are being utilized. 

 ○  In progress calls?-shoplifter in custody for example vs violent crime in progress. 
 ● No Recap today, and email will be sent after the meeting w/highlights of 

 results. 
 ●  suggested that we send the poll and call type example sheet with a deadline to 

 complete to Amir, Savannah, Yasmin who could not attend. [ACTION] 
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